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ABSTRACT

The House of'Mirth's .main character, Lily. Bart has

often been labeled a ..fated character.

An overwhelming

majority of the novel'-s critics contend ' that Lily is
incapable of exerting free will, and that the.conclusion of
the novel, in which Lily dies, is a deterministic end .to a
life ruled by' fate.

Although'the novel ends with Lily's

death, its conclusion is neither negative nor does it

supply proof that Lily is a fated creature.

Examples of

Lily exerting free will by making decisions about how she

plans to l.ive her life can be found throughout Book I of
the novel.

The novel only projects a deterministic tone'

when the rebellious decisions Lily makes in Book I lead to

negative consequences for her in Book II.

Despite the

somewhat deterministic tone of Book II, however, instances

of Lily's exertion of free will can also be found

throughout Book II, particularly in. Lily'a role as artist.
In the course of the novel, Lily, with the help of

:

Lawrence;Selden and Gerty Farish, realizes that, for most'
of her life, she has lived and acted according to- what .

others expect of her. .By the end of the novel, Lily
awakens to a new sense of identity and the belief that she

can exist beyond the identity that society has defined for
her.
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CHAPTER ONE

' INTRODUCTION

Despite her firsthand knowledge of the social class

she was depicting in The House of Mirth, Edith.Wharton

still faced the challenge of "how to extract from such, a

subject the typical ,human, significance which is the story
teller's reason for telling one sto.ry. rather than
another."

Wharton explains, "The answer, in short, was

[her] heroine, Lily Bart" (Whartoh, BG^ 207).

The moral

significance in The House of Mirth■is'that Lily eventually
decides to forsake the rnaterialistic in favor of

spiritual. -

the

For Lily, somedne who has been raised by. a

mother with a "crude passion.for money," this decision is

an overwhelmingly difficult- one to-make (Wharton, BM-30) .
Many critics have discounted any decision-making on Lily's
part. .

These critics see Lily as. a wavering pawn within a

fatalistic society..

They see her as being fated .to. fail. '

However, Lily's own internal monologue seems to contradict
the. contention of these critics.

By revealing the

,

contradictions between Lily's outward actions and the

.

^ Within parenthetical'references, the abbreviation BG will be'used to
cite A Backward Glance and HM will'be used to cite

The House of Mirth.

thoughts within'-.her internal ■monologue, ■ I hope to
demonstrate that .Lily Bart is - indeed capable of exerting
free wiir. v

In Chapter One, I will attempt to provide historical
backgrounds for the subject matter contained in each Of my

three chapters.

Chapter Two will focus on the subjects of

fate and free will, how they appear within the novel and.
how Lily responds to them. . It will also focus on Lily's
socialization within the frivolous society of wealthy New
York and how this socialization acts as a delaying

mechanism for her. decision-making.

Chapter Three will

contain an examination of art within Lily's social

setting.

It will be particularly centered on looking at

how members of the wealthy class view art and how Lily

herself can be described in artistic terms.

Chapter Four

will focus on the characters of Selden and Gerty and how

they act as catalysts in Lily's rejection of her. society's
ideals.

CHAPTER TWO

THE EFFECTS OF HISTORICAL

SETTING

In The House of Mirth, Lily has two alternatives:
the choice to marry rich and stay within the society to
which she has grown accustomed or the rejection of that

society in order to live as an independent, yet extremely
poor single woman.

Although marrying for money was

encouraged of women facing circumstances similar to Lily's
at the time the novel takes place, the decision to enter
into such a marriage was not always easy to make.

In

order to fully understand the dilemma confronting Lily, it

is important to examine it within the historical setting
of the novel.

In her cultural essay on the novel, Lillian,Robinson

outlines the differences among the wealthy at the time the
novel takes place.

She does this by considering the

different levels of society each of the fictional families
in the novel would belong to if they were real (342).

These people represent one of the two alternatives offered
Lily.

Robinson labels the Penistons and the Gryces as

"old" old money.

The aunt with whom Lily lives is a

Peniston.

Percy Gryce,,the first man Lily tries to

attract and marry in the course of the novel, is a member

of- the Gryce family.

Both these families believe in

abiding'by a;certain moral code.

-

To them,- immorality is

inexcusable, as exhibited by Mrs. Peniston's
disinheritance of Lily over mere, rumors.

These families

do not invest in the stock market, seeing it as just
another form of gambling. They have so much, money that
they can more than comfortably live, for many generations,
off the interest on their bank accounts and land.

In the

course of her actions in the novel, it becomes clear that

Lily adheres to some, but not all, .of the principles of .
the "old." old class.

Aithough. she does, believe in

upholding a high .moral standard for herself, she does

indulge in gambling.l
The Trenors and the Dorsets, Lily's so-called
"friends" in the novei, are what Robinson labels "new" old

money (343).

They too come from old, financially secure

families,, but unlike, the Penistons and the Gryces, they
are caught up in what Robinson labels a "cycle of . -

consumption" and (343),. because of this, they must invest
in the stock, market.

Living off their, interest cannot

possibly supply, their level of consumption.

Lily gets

caught up in the cycle of consumption in order to keep up
with her friends.

However, as the novel progresses, she

begins to see ever more clearly the frivolity and
meaninglessness of their lives.
The members of the "new" old class of money not only
handle financial matters differently but moral matters as

well.

In.the "old" old money class, members must abide by

a strict moral, code.

In the "new" old money class,

however, it seems as though men are expected to act

immorally but that woman can act immorally, only as long as
they keep their indiscretions well hidden.

This, leads to

a dOuble standard within'this class because what is

considered immoral for a woman is not always immoral for a
man.

Most of these double standards are embedded within

the time and culture of the novel.

In the novel, while

men are free to have affairs with whomever they choose,
women must maintain a strict moral standard.

.For example,

Lily's cousin. Jack Stepney, ..need not mask his hunt for a
rich wife the way Lily has to mask her search for a rich
husband.

in order.to attain her goal, Lily must play

deceptive games.

This is difficult and tedious work,

because if it appears that Lily is on the. prowlifor a rich

husband, she will never succeed in getting one (Robinson
345).
Another double standard is that men are free to have

relationships with social climbers such as Carry Fisher or
Norma Hatch as long as they eventually marry someone of

their own class.

The novel's most evident example of this

is the fact that Selden, the same man who preaches about
moral freedom to Lily, can have affairs "even openly with
a married woman" (Bazin 103),

This is in stark contrast

to the fact that Lily's mere association, not affairs,

with married men, leads to gossip and gets her ousted from
society.

The main problem is that Lily's "beauty and her

need to use it make her vulnerable to false assumptions
about her behavior and lessen her credibility once a nasty
story is in circulation" (Robinson 347).

A similar

example of. the double standard occurs when Lily visits

Selden's apartment.

Lily says she longs for freedom of

having an apartment like Selden's, but she knows that this

is no option for a single girl of her society.

She is

certainly aware that there are "culturally defined sex
roles" by which women of her class must abide (Bazin 103).
Women of the working class, however, did not

necessarily have to abide by these roles.

As a result.

entering the working classes seems to be Lily's only other
alternative.

However, to Lily, this is no choice at all.

Lily knows that, as Charlotte Perkins Oilman said, "The

women who do the most work get the least pay, and the
women who have the most money do the least work" (Ammons

347).

Because Lily's main goal through most of the novel

is to be wealthy enough to stay within her social circle,
she feels that, not until she has exhausted all other

options, is entering the working classes an option for
her.

Although many critics contend that Wharton does not

go into detail about the worker's lives or that she does
so only when Lily joins them, it is important to note that
the "novel's references to the masses of women

who

worked

because they had no other possibility in life" (Ammons
358) is set as a background to Lily's own socialization
and acts as a parallel to the socialization of these
women.

It shows the reader that Lily does not succeed

because she did not have the proper training for the job,
not because she lacks will.

Because the members of Lily's society often treat

Lily like an object, particularly an art object, it is
critical to understand how the rich viewpd both art and

^
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women within the novel.

A few years before Wharton

published The;House of Mirth one of her contemporaries,
Thorstein Veblen, outlined the behavior of those within

"high society" in his book. The Theory of the Leisure
Class: An Economic Study of Institutions.

Considering her

own tendency to satirize the society to which she

belonged, it would not be surprising if Wharton had read
Veblen's work.

Veblen's use of satire as he criticizes what he terms

the leisure class is certainly much more direct than

Wharton's fictional commentary, but still, striking
similarities between the two descriptions exist.

For

example, Veblen says .that it is hot the doing of something
but rather the owning of something among the leisure class
that acts as a display of status.

He cites collection,

specifically art collection, as an example.

While it is

perfectly acceptable for a gentleman to collect art it
would be absolutely absurd for him to create art or become
an artist himself (266-7).
clear in the novel.

Wharton makes this point very

When the Wellington Brys,. a noveaux-

riche couple trying to move into the upper echelon of
society decide to throw a party to woo the members of that
echelon, they decide that part of the evening's

entertainment will be a series of tableaux vivants.

Instead of creating the costuming and backgrounds
themselves, they hire an artist to create the scenes for
them {HM 103).

Like Lawrence Selden in the novel, a man

who believes the wealthy are obliged to lavishly entertain

their guests since they have the money to do so, Veblen
believes in this obligation.

He feels, however, that

since the. wealthy are incapable of creativity, they should
neverstry to create for themselves (265-6).

This becomes

ah .ever increasihgly.Vcritical aspect of the novel because,

as the novel progresses,;Lily is.constantly displaying her
artistic abilities of adorning herself and adapting
herself, for self-presentation.

Others within Lily's

social circle are.CQhtinually .baffled by her artistry

be.cause'they .dLeC.incapable of doing the same, and because
they tend to exclude, artists.' from -.their activities .unless,
they are, used like hired help, such as at the Wellington
Brys' home.!
Just a-short time after therrelease of The House of

.Mirth, another of Wharton's contemporaries, Olive.;
Schreiner, published Woman -and Labour.

In her book,

Schreiner "cdmments .on a phenomenon she,terms sex-

parasitism in which'leisure class women become so useless

that they become almost synonymous with their sexual
functions (293),.

The leisure class ladies described

within Wharton's novel seem to have almost reached this
state.

Schreiner writes that when a civilization reaches

a point in which everything is dependent upon slaves, or
cheap labor, women become more and more useless.

This,

theory resembles one proposed by Veblen, in which women's

value exists only within.certain guidelines.

Veblen says

women become valuable for only three reasons: "(1) a
propensity for dominance and coercion; (2) the utilities

of these persons as evidence of the prowess of their
owner; (3) the utility of their services" (266).

When

taking these reasons into account, it becomes very easy to
follow Lily's position in the book.

Veblen's first reason

explains why Lily keeps from marrying: she neither wants

to be coerced nor dominated.

The second, were she willing

to become a man's property, she would fulfill without

problem.

With Lily's gift of ornamentation a man could

easily showcase his wealth through her appearance.
could also easily fulfill the third function.

Lily

She is very

efficient in organizing parties and adding just the right
tone,to make parties a success.

In short, she fulfills

all the things a" wealthy, husband needs.

Were it not for

her unwillingness to become property, .Lily cbul.d most
certainly be the finest piece among her husband's

collectables.

However, for Lily to enact all or any of

these roles, she would have to abandon all sense of

freedom.

She would have to compromise her morals and

stifle her artistic tendencies in order to be accepted by
society.

Although Lily is both aware of,these roles and

capable of filling them, to do so would involve

discounting her sense of self-worth.

By the end of the

novel, Lily finally recognizes that a cell, no matter .how
lavishly ornate, is still a cell and that., within that,
cell, she would forever be a prisoner,.

It is this

ultimate recognition that prompts her to burn the
blackmail letters and save herself from marrying Rosedale
for money.

In order to fully understand The House of Mirth

within its cultural context, we must keep the novel's
setting in mind:

All the characters are living at the dawn of the
Progressive Era, a period marked by.the

continued excesses of finance capital and a
series of essentially upper-class movements to
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correct the system's most flagrant abuses.
(Robinson 354)

•

Wharton did indeed recognize the significance of the time

period in which she has placed this novel in that it was a

time of great social change, not just among workingwomen,
but among those who belonged to the upper classes as well.

We can especially see this change in the relationships
Lily develops with women like Carry Fisher and Gerty
Parish.

Carry tries, often in vain, to change high

society to include what she terms more "interesting"
people, the noveaux-riche class that had climbed the

social ladder resulting from some lucrative investments.
Gerty, while a member of the working classes, is related
to those in the upper classes.

Because of this, she is

able to initiate women of the upper classes,- like Lily,
into philanthropy.

During the Progressive Era, more

middle-to upper-class women than ever before went into,

philanthropy in order to fight to correct conditions for

workingwomen..

Through Gerty, we, can see how middle and

even upper-class women went into social work at the time
in order to help working class women.

It was a time

unlike any before, in that many wealthy women were

12

actually recognizing the fact that their luxury often
depended on the endless toil of workingwomen.
Because of 'this, I feel it is .unfair-of critics to

say that to Wharton "Only Lily...possesses tragic

dimensions" (Robinson 342).

Robinson seems to ignore the

possibility that Lily may not' be a tragic heroine at all,
and that Wharton does not necessarily consider

workingwomen's lives tragic just because they must work
for a living.

Robinson criticizes the fact that Wharton'

does not deal with the thousands of girls and women in the
working classes until Lily descends into that class.

Considering the fact that Wharton had very little

knowledge of the condition-of working class women, such
comments seem' unjust.: When Wharton finally does' address'

issues .surrounding v^rofking class women, she is uncritical
of the women, never describing them in a derogatory
manner.

In fact, before Lily,enters the working class.,'

she visits,Gerty's Girls' Club and Lily sees that, the

-

girls are not much different form- herself:'"-These were

young girls, like herself; some perhaps pretty, some not
without a trace of her finer sensibilities" .(Wharton, .TM .

88). -

: . •
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Robinson goes on to call Wharton's portrayal of
society in general "top heavy," saying that she deals too
much with the wealthiest class.- -(Sil).

The fact is that it

would be difficult .for Wharton to portray society more

evenly because-her main- characters- are so --incredibly
wealthy that'they have no real conhection to the other

classes. - They riive in • a very sheltered part- , of society
where few.are admitted,

Wharton delays showing us.the

other classes until Lily, her main character, joins the
working class..

As Lily .slowly descends the. social ladder,

she becomes the reader's link to the other classes.

Elizabeth Ammons says.that Wharton, through the many
worlds to which Lily becomes privy, "could almost :,
certainly be assured 'of .-ah .audience" for. The House of

Mirth at the time of its publication :(34,6y .

The novel-

encompassed almost all aspects.of society and touched upon
many social issues that were being debated at the time.
Various women's movements'were helping to create material-

for a new kind: of:'literature focusing, on what was labeled
the New Woman. .Ammons. characterizes Lily Bart as
belonging to the Second generation of New Women in

literature- who Ammons describes as- "troubled young women,
who were not always loved- by-, their' American^ readers" -

. 14..

. 'h

-

(346).

While the., first generation of New Women sought to

change society at large, the second generation had to deal
with individualized moral dilemmas.

Lily's struggle with the dilemma of deciding between
a moral life and a wealthy life prompts Elaine Showalter
to call Lily the "last lady in New York" (360).

In terms

of the novel, this classification has many meanings.
First, Lily is a lady because she belongs to the leisure,

class that is comprised of ladies.

Second, Lily is a lady

because she tries ,to hold fast to the morals of the "old"

old^money class.' Third, and most importantly, Lily is the
last lady because of.the novel's culture.

The novel

portrays the era when the entire idea of the leisure class
lady was giving way to the idea of the New Woman.

In many

ways,, Lily represents .a link between the era of the
leisure class lady and the era of the modern New .- Woman.

Lily could not continue to , survive as.a lady in society
because the..basic idea of the lady was becoming obsolete.

Thus, Lily is an intermediary between these two types of
women.

She attempts to become a New Woman by,way of her

search for independence, but her attempts are thwarted by .
an early death.

',
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Even though the novel ends with Lily's death, this

fact does not mean,that she was necessarily doomed to that
end from the novel's beginning.

Throughout the novel,

Lily is presented with options.

The novel does not, as

some critics have claimed, simply enact Fate's whims upon
a single individual.

Instead, it focuses- on an internal

drama that unfolds within Lily's conscience.

Lily's

internal monologue reveals to the reader that, although
Lily sometimes blames fate for certain consequences of her
life, deep down, she knows that those consequences
actually result from decisions she has made.

16

CHAPTER THREE

SAVING HER SPIRIT

Over the years, many critics have charged that Lily,
Bart is a character that cannot escape her fate.

Basing

their arguments on ideas found in naturalism, they believe
that Lily, because of her socialization into a frivolous

society, is deterministically fated to fail through the
process of natural selection.

They believe that the novel

has a naturalistic tone to it, and that the events in the

novel that help create this tone, coupled with Lily's

socialization into a frivolous society, makes her plummet
towards a predetermined fate.

these critics is Blake Nevius.

Among the most vocal of

Nevius believes that Lily,

up until the end of the novel remains a "lightweight and
static protagonist" (55).

Although this statement would

imply that Lily is not that type of character at the close

of the novel, Nevius never really elaborates on how Lily
changes.

Despite the implication of his statement, by

failing to explain how Lily has changed at the end of the
novel, Nevius posits Lily as being incapable of action.

To do otherwise would mean conceding that Lily is not in
fact fated to fail, but that her actions are based on a

17:

strict moral code to which she adheres even while others

in her social circle reject that code.

Nevius also claims that Lily is "mortgaged to defeat"

(56) and that there is an obvious "certainty of defeat" in
Lily's case (59).

Nevius bases these claims on elements

of determinism, . particularly the Darwinian principal of ;
"survival of the fittest" within nature. ' However, Nevius
fails to explain that, although there is indeed a somewhat
naturalistic undertone to some, parts of the novel, that

undertone is concerned more with how society, not biology,
impacts Lily's future. ' The'naturalistic elements, are

intertwined with elements of deism, religion and chance in
order to show that there .is no single explanation, for

,

Lily's death at the end of the novel (Killoran 15)-. :
Most of the naturalism in the novel can be found in

Book II and directly results from the free will that Lily
demonstrates throughout Book I.

To better understand the

ways in which Lily exhibits free will throughout Book I,

it is important to examine her motivation for taking
certain actions.

It is also important to look at how Lily

views herself in the context of these situations by
examining the inner;monologue which takes place while she
tries to make decisions or understand her so-called

18

failures.

Nevius believes, "The society into whose narrow

ideal Lily Bart, is inducted at.birth .conspires with her

mother's example and training to ' defeat''from the start any
chance of effective rebellion" (56). .Nevius' assertion,
however,, seems to contradict the action, of the novel.

Throughout the novel, Lily's:ability to reason is

problematized by an inner voice that encourages her to :
rebel at one moment and conform at' the next.

The argument of the:, deterministic' critics such as

Nevius is two-part: 1};they:believe. that Lily,is impelled:
(or propelled), toward her fate "and.2) they believe- that

Lily's socialization'into/what -is termed "high-society"
makes it impossible;(for her to rise above that

..

socialization, therefore,-making her incapabie of
surviving, in any other .environment.

Nevius:'. writes that

the society Wharton; was portrayihg ..t.ad:.^^^h

money that

its members had. a "human nature subject to .no stresses,.,
that 'money could, not alleviate"'(55.).

Wharton herself

wanted to portray Lily. -as'..a ' " ch'aract.e--f. who-' must'choose

between a society in which money solyes)all problems or .,

the more individual victory .of upholding a value, system
within ...that frivolous - society, . :-.She- ■■succe'eds. ( in ■ .this -

challenge .by having Lily '.sacrifice- tHat. amount of - wealth,- .■ '■ . .

-.

' - -:' -.h '"'.l,9h) ■

^ ■:' '

- . .irr- : --

'■-. .,

even after all the trials to which she is subjected,

rather than trading on her sense of values.

By doing so,

Whartoh demonstrates how Lily's values affect her moral
consciousness.

Nevius makes it sound as though it is Lily's fate,for

her to reject that ■society and die. . Rather, it is Lily's

unwavering moral standard that has her ultimately reject '
the society in which she was trying to remain..

Very early

in the novel, Lily realizes just how frivolous her friends
are.

Even though she still wants to be part of that

society because she wants to be,among the rich, she

becomes aware of her friends' limitations.

Right after,

Selden arrives at Bellomont, -Lily's thoughts reveal how
she is beginning to see- her,,friends now that her attitudes
are changing:

How different they had seemed a few hours ago!
Then they; had symbolized what she was gaining,

now they stood for, what she was giving up.

That

very afternoon they had seemed full of brilliant

qualities; now she saw that they were merely
, dull in a loud way.

Under the glitter of their

opportunities she saw the poverty of their
achievement.
■ '

{HM, 45) '
20

-

Even though this clearly iitiplies that Lily does not want
to continue being as frivolous as her friends, she still

feels as though she needs money in order to break away
from them.

Lily's exhibition of free will begins as early, as the
novel's,first chapter, but to achieve a fuller

understanding of Lily's motivation, the issue of marriage
must first be addressed.

Lily, being orphaned and left to

be raised by a rich but less than generous aunt, is twenty
nine when the novel begins and in desperate need of a rich
husband to -keep her -in the lifestyle to which she has
grown accustomed.

Wharton's initial descriptions of her

make it difficult to understand why Lily has so much

trouble, finding her man.

Wharton describes her as being

"amazingly pretty" (9) and having a "talent for profiting
by the unexpected" (19),

Since Lily is both beautiful and

charming, we are left wondering why she. has had trouble

finding a husband.

Once we see how Lily behaves with

Percy Gryce, we realize "Lily's distaste for marriage...for
while she bends all her talents and energies towards the
goal of getting married, she: equally exhibits a resistance

to this fate" (Fetferley 205).

In other words, Lily finds

and impresses marital prospects easily, but somewhere
21

.

along the line, she recognizes that her suitors are

inadequate in some way and gives up on the scheme

altogether.

In the Gryce situation,, this, recognition

becomes most apparent when -Lily realizes that the only,
honor Gryce will ever do her is "the honour of boring her
for life" (Wharton, HM 23).
Some critics, such as Judith Fetterley believe that
certain incidents in the novel, such as those that occur

with Gryce, help explain how "Lily's destruction is
obviously tied to her endless waverings, her fatal
ambivalence, her failure of purpose and her lack of will"
(208).

What Fetterley fails to take into account is the

fact that Lily's dealings with Gryce take place long
before she realizes that the society in which she has been

trying to remain is not worth the effort. . The Gryce
incidents also occur before Lily realizes that the members

of that society have a very weak moral system due to their
lack of values.

Lily, on the other hand, has a much more

heightened sense of morality than the other members of her

society.

This high degree of separation between society's

values and her own often delays her decision-making.
is most evident in the case of the letters.

Bertha

Dorset's love letters to Lawrence Selden, which are in
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This

Lily's possession, come.to represent Lily's way back into
society.

As Lily's circumstances become more strained,

the "temptation" to use the letters was "less easy to put
aside" (Wharton, HM

234),

The question of what to do

with the letters becomes Lily's greatest moral challenge
and it is on this problem that she wavers most.

Even

though the letters represent her salvation from poverty,
she always returns to the moral wrongness inherent in
using the letters.

She knows that using the letters would

mean destroying. Selden, the only man for whom she has ever
truly had any feelings.

Fetterley believes that Lily's "waverings" are linked
to a fatalistic quality within the novel.

She feels that

Lily is doomed from the beginning and that "Wharton could

have chosen no more appropriate metaphor for Lily's sense
of doom than that of the Eumenides" (203).

It is true

that the image-of the'Eumenides recurs in the novel.

However, the. r.-ecurrent image- does not necessarily

foreshadow a "sense of-doom."

For example,' when Lily

.escapes the , attempted rape, she feels the "iron clang of ^

their [the Furies'], wings,was in her brain" (Wharton, HM

117).

After she escapes, sh.e finds solace at Gerty's

house and tells Gerty about "the noise of their wings...in
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the dark" (129).

Near the end of the novel, Lily feels

that "More and raore, with every fresh mischance befalling
her, did-;the purs-.uing 15^

seem to -take the shape ;0f

Bertha Dorset" (231)..;^^lffi

that Lily labels,-her

situation "mischan.ce" reveals thdt she still' sdmewhat '

believes that she' is'a victim.of - a predetermined fate.

However,' by .seeing;'that hex pfpblems do not'result from
malevolent mythological creatures, but rafhef, from a

flesh and blood woman, she Is at,least entertaining the
notion that people themselves are responsible for their

own destiny.

According to'Aeachylus, the; Eumenides. were ,

eventually transformed from avengers into goddesses of
childbirth and marriage and became beneficent as

protectors of the law- and reinforcers of .justice ("The
Eumenides").

Considering'fhis - transformation, the

allusion 'to the- Eumenides,,,. instead of..'foreshadowing a dark
end to Lily's life, may a;ctually.. foreshadow her.own
transformation to a higher ■mbralrplane at the end of the
novel.

Just as .the .Eumenides were transformed from a

punishing source into, a protective one, so Lily is'

transformed fromfa.materialistic pleasure-seeker to an
enlightened individual.
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Yet another Gritic who believes Lily is fated to

fail, Geoffrey Walton, comparing the novel with The-

Portrait of a Lady, says, "Lily Bart is not like Isabel
Archer,, free to choose" (51).

Walton is clearly echoing

the Statements of other deterministic critics.

However,

after making that statement, Walton goes on to.say that

Lily was a Lady at a time when "Society still prescribed
to the ideal, though in practice it had often become the

merest matter of outward good form" (52).

In other words,

society still upheld a mental image of what a lady should
look like and, if a woman fit that mental image, she was

considered,a lady regardless of her behavior.

Walton's opinioncf Lily is contradictory.

Clearly,

First,. he says

Lily is incapable, of cho,iee, then he. describes how

unappealing society Is.

This Implies that Lily does

Indeed make a Choice.: the choice to reject societal Ideals
In'order to embrace moralistic Ideals, such as' actually

being - Instead 'of as merely posing-as - a lady>
While the above critics believe that Lily ,1s

determlnistlcally fated to fall, other critics, such as.

Nancy Tppplng Bazln, feel that Lily's socialization
affects he.r end.,,:

However, like the above critics, Bazln.;

believes Lily cannot escape her socialization.

'

'
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In order

...

.

to explain this, Bazin focuses on the issues surrounding
Lily's death. . Bazin explains that Lily really is after
money throughout most of the novel, "but if to get money
she must, as her last name suggests, barter herself, she

will prefer death" (99).

Although Bazin implies that Lily

chooses to die, the novel leaves the question of suicide

ambiguous.

Lily's death, if anything, is a result of her

miscalculation of the effect of the sleeping drug she has

been taking.

By the end of the novel, Lily is.so restless

at night that "the physical craving for sleep was her only
sustained sensation" and, because of this, she fails to

"consider the question" of the effect of raising the
sleeping aid's dosage (Wharton, HM 250).
Although Bazin's opinion regarding the possible
suicide differs from that of most Wharton critics, she

makes an extremely valid point in saying that Lily will
not trade on her own good name. .

She will not sell herself

for money, even into marriage, because to do so would mean
a sacrifice of spirit and of freedom.

Ultimately, Lily

does die and, even though it is hot a suicide, it is to

some degree a chosen death.

At the end of the novel, Lily

does intend to kill a part of herself, the socialite that
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she has been for so- long, but chance interferes, killing
not only that persona, but all of Lily as well.

Bazin believes that Lily does achieve a certain fate,

but she does not see it as a predetermined ending.
Instead, she feels that "The destruction of Lily Bart is

rooted in her socialization and her subsequent inability
to act with conviction as her socialization dictates or

totally in opposition to it" (97).

In Bazin's opinion,

Lily's main problem is not that she cannot act on her own,

but that, because of societal ideals, her ability to act
is delayed.

To act as she truly wants to act.would mean

giving up the ideals of her class.
frightening and difficult.

For Lily, this task is

It is not until the end of the

novel that she. is able to shrug off the expectations of

her class and believe that she can provide for herself in
order to keep her freedom and dignity.
Although critics like Nevius and Bazin believe that

Lily cannot escape her socialization, other critics such

as James .W. Gargano and Frances L. Restuccia see Lily's
socialization as a barrier to freedom that she eventually

overcomes.

Not only do they affirm Lily's escape from

this socialization, but they also see. this escape as a
spiritual awakening.

Gargano believes that. "Her apparent
■27.

social descent is:'

besides bein'g the. frightful thing that

haunts the critics of the book - largely a subconscious
search for meanings fixed beyond.the flux of wealth and

social, status" (140).

Therefore, what has been termed

"waverings" by critics such as Fetterley,, become,:'in
Gargano's opinion., a spiritual search. .

'

.. .

, Restuccia also sees Lily's waverings in positive .
terms.

She cites Carry Fisher's comment'that

"Sometimes,...I think it's just flightiness - and sometimes

I think it's because, at heart, she despises the thing
she's. trying for.

And it's the difficulty of deciding

.that makes her such an interesting study" (Wharton,' ilM
148).

Restuccia belieyesjthat this quotation demonstrates

Lily almost perfectly.

Lily has been brought up to admire

financial power and to strive to attain it, but the means
she must use to attain that power make her feel immoral

and this is what .ultimately stops, her from acting.
Clearly,''Lily's socialization is an important aspect
of the novel.: . Many critics have examined the novel

according to either socialization or a heavily
deterministic version of naturalism.

To better understand

this oppositio.n,. it is, important to look at the work of

both camps of critics and to examine under what guise
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naturalism:'appears,'tG a limited extent, in the novel.;
Nevius writes/ "There is some indication that Mrs. Wharton

conceived of her novel, perhaps unconsciously, in terms of
naturalistic tragedy" (56).

Although Nevius then goes on

to, argue that Lily's fate is predetermined, this.early

remark in the article makes it clear that he is basing his

entire argument on a personal assumption that may or may
not have, any basis in the novel.

Nevius believes that

naturalism could "be seen, as■an element in the novel

because'Wharton was both familiar with and intrigued by
the works of "Darwin,.. Huxley, Spencer, Haeckel and other
evolutionists" (56) .
aware'-of

However,

just because Wharton was

these" scientists and found their work

interesting, does not necessarily mean that she would

infuse their ideas into this or any of her novels.

In

fact, Wharton only briefly.mentions 'these evolutionists in

her autobiography, and;-, only ■ in . relation to Egerton
Winthrop, the friehd.who" ihtrpduced her to their works

.94-);.
,

"'.l.j.. '
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.After stdting.: his opinion that the, novel may have

been influenced, by; e.volufionary theory, . Nevius. concedes

that "tf is. is": at best cf rotims.t'antial; evidence,:'' ' but his

concession'f s.ltheh invalidated; by his 'quickly adding,
■

■ ■ 1,

;..v

■ 'v'

-

' ■ .n

-'whereas the: ■nov'el . itself adequately'CO
suggestion" 156) ,

the

if.Nevius had Continued-to cite

examples from the text that show us how his theory might .
apply to the novel, then it would seem, valid.

Instead of

doing this, however, he cites passages that only validate
his theory when taken out of context.
chooses

For example, he^

to cite:

Inherited tendencies had combined with early

training to make her the highly specialized
. product that she was: an organism as helpless
out of its narrow range as the sea-anemone torn
from the rock.

She had been fashioned to adorn

and delight; to what other end does -nature' round
the rose-leaf and, paint the -humming-bird's

breast?

And was it her fault that the purely

decorative mission is less easily and

harmoniously.fulfilled among social.beings than

in the world of nature?

That it is apt to be

hampered by material necess.ities or complicated,
by moral scruples? (Wharton, HM 234-5)
'Nevius fails to leave -out the thoughts immediately

following this when Lily muses, "These last two [material
necessities and moral scruples] were the two antagonistic
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forces which fought the battle in her breast during the

long watches o^ the night" (235). .Nevius also fails to
tell us that only a few hours after Lily has these
thoughts, she burns the letters/that she could have used

to blackmail Bertha and win her way back into society.

He

fails to point out . that it is just a matter of hours after
she makes this statement that Lily does indeed choose

moral scruples over material necessity.

When she

realizes that "to attain her end, she must trade on his-

[Selden's] name, and profit by a secret of his past" it,
"chilled her blood with shame" (237).

That act becomes

Lily's spiritual salvation.

During the course of the novel, and even after Lily's
death, Lawrence Selden, the man Lily comes closest to

loving, continually blames fate for.Lily's life.

Saying

that "Wharton goes to extreme lengths to undermine
Selden's theme of fate" at the end of the novel, Restuccia

explains how elements of luck, both good and bad,-

counteract each other in the novel (231).

She argues that

to see Lily in terms of being fated means to see her as
being a very simple character, and she also believes that
Wharton's "conceptual oscillation between fate and

luck...opposes Selden's simple fatalism" (231).
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Considering

this oscillation posits Lily as a far,more complex

character. Lily often exerts:, her own free will by making
bad decisions and later blames fate for the results of

those bad decisions.

Like her mother, Lily is "Not above

the' inconsistency of charging'fate,.rather than herself,
with her own misfortunes" (Wharton, HM 29).

We can see

that Lily resists her fate in the scenes involving Percy
Gryce.

By questioning Selden about Gryce's favorite

subject, she attains enough knowledge of Americana in

order to get Gryce interested in her.

Yet, just when it

seems that. Gryce is taken with her, Lily decides to ignore
him, choosing instead to spend the day with Selden.

It is

in cases such as this one when it is most evident that

"She was beginning to have angry fits of rebellion against
fate" (Wharton, HM 33).

In the case of Gryce, "No sooner

were her preparations made, than they roused a smothered

sense of resistance" (47).

This quotation is particularly

important because it demonstrates how difficult it is for

Lily to rebel.

She is ingrained in the culture of high

society, but, deep down, she knows she does not want any
part of it.

"She longed to drop out of the race and make

an independent life for herself" but this longing is
always followed by the question "But what manner of life
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would it be?" (33).

This clearly demonstrates that Lily

believes she cannot escape her social construction.

It is

not until the end of the novel that Lily finally decides
to try to live outside of the element to which she has
grown accustomed.

When taking into consideration Lily's own opinion of
herself, it is easy to see how some critics view her as

someone who is so completely socially constructed, due to
her upbringing and her continuing interaction with members

of a frivolous society, that she is incapable of change
and is doomed to failure.

However, it is important to.

note that in Lily's own opinion of herself, confidence is

lacking, and although she may think or say that she is a
creature of fate, that does not necessarily mean that she

in fact is one.

Lily's main problem is that society wants

her to serve an ornamental function and she wants to be

free of that.

This ornamentality will be explored further

in Chapter Three, but some elements of it can help us, see

.how the deterministic critics, make their assumptions about
Lily and her fate.

For example, Judith Fetterley believes

that Lily's sociali.zation as decorative ornament dooms her

to failure.

Fetterley writes, "This is the environment

which shapes Lily's character and fate: the.cult of woman
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:as- beautiful - object

201)

Fettbrley believes . Lily is

-fated,to ^ fail- precisely, because she is. a victimized, woman

and seeS; Lily's downward spiral: in so:ciety and her death
as signifying failures.

Even though Lily is vict.imized

because she.. is .a woman-, and although she faces, many double
' standards, it is. a- matter of opinion as' to whe'ther 'or not

Lily.ultimately fails. . If death, even after a spiritual.
awakening, is Gonsidered failure,, then. Lily is certainly a
- failure, but to label )her a' failure means to.disregard her
spiritual . and moral triumph at the close of the no.yel.

In

the end, Lily finally overcomes her demons and realizes

that :She . has the strength . to -face the, next day and the
rest; of= her life.

. .:t. -

' i-i-. . ' -

- If we are to. see Li-ly as being the helpless woman
thatiFetterley beiieves .her to be, then we must, as'
Restuccia:suggests,. ignore the fact that Lily recognizes
what it,-.means - to' be a woman in her society.

Rs Restuccia

says, "If Lily is victimized., she is intelligent about it"

(226,.emphasis .Res.tu.Gcia).

This argument can clearly be

interpreted from .the very first chapter of the' novel in
which Lily)tells Selde:n about- the politics of being a
woman.

On marriage, she says, "a girl must, a man may if

he chooses": (Whar.toh, IfM^ ^ ^l^

. ^

She also has a moment of
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feminist outcry when she says, "How delicious to have a

place like this all to one's self!

it is to be a woman" (8).

What a miserable thing

This early statement basically

sums up Lily's opinion on marriage.

What Lily truly wants

is not to be married to a rich man, but to be rich
herself, so that she can live as she wants and, do whatever
she

wants.

Fetterley feels that because Lily, does not know
anything beyond her "cultural identity as beautiful
object" there is a certain amount of "self-hatred that

Lily feels towards herself" (201).

However, Fetterley

seems to ignore the fact that Lily does not die hating
herself; it is not the self-hatred that destroys her. _ The
following passage, which appears immediately following the
attempted rape by Trenor, best exemplifies the self-hatred

of which Fetterley speaks: "She,seemed a stranger to
herself, ,,or rather there were two selves in her, the one

she had always known,,. and'a new abhorrent being , to which'

it found itself chained" (Wharton,

117). .Clearly, in

this passage Lily has begun to hate a certain part of her

■personality, but she .cJoes not hate, herself' who'll-y.

■Later,

when Lil.y triumphs by 'burnihg 'the'letters, she , no longer '
feels this self-hatred..
■ ' ,:

v ,-! "
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Immediately following the scene
'''■ '■ ■ ■t 'S's''
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in which she burns the letters, Lily runs into Nettie
Struther, one of the girls who had benefited from her

contributions to Gerty's Working Girls' Club.

After

spending a short time with Nettie and her baby, Lily.sees
how her involvement in the Girls' Club impacted another

human life.

The scene is important because, after leaving

Selden, Lily feels very much alone in the world.

After

her talk with Nettie, she feels once again connected to
humanity and this reaffirms her confidence in herself.
The critics who evaluate the novel in terms of

deterministic theory must discount the many instances
found throughout the novel in which Lily clearly makes

choices, thereby exhibiting free will.

Specifically

focusing on Nevius' arguments, Restuccia counters, "To

retain his image of Lily as a helpless, victimized product
of her society, Nevius must discount her movement, her

oscillation, which, even in dismissing it, he deprecates
as ''vacillation'" (225).

She is pointing out that

although Nevius claims Lily simply vacillates, or is

pushed and pulled by deterministic factors, she actually
oscillates, making choices and calculating decisions.
Along the same lines, Bazin points to instances in the

novel that clearly display Lily exerting her own free
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will.

She believes that Lily's abandonment of luring

Gryce, her escape from Trenor's attempted rape, her
refusal to marry Dorset and her burning of the blackmail

letters all exhibit that Lily. has. an "impulse for freedom

and self respect" (97).

Catherine Quoyeser also sees Lily as having the
ability to make choices (57-59).

She recounts that at

Lily and Selden's first meeting in the novel, Selden

thinks, "it was characteristic of her [Lily] that she
always roused speculation, that her simplest acts seemed
the result of far-reaching intentions" (Wharton, HM 5).
This occasion marks one of the few times in the novel that

Selden describes Lily accurately.

Despite these thoughts,

Selden still thinks it strange that Lily is asking him
about Americana; it never crosses his mind that she is

making preparations to capture Percy Gryce.

This type of

premeditation on Lily's part clearly shows that she is
indeed capable of taking action and her actions are, more

often than not, planned in advance.

Selden's earliest

thoughts invoke a sense of realism in the novel,
especially when we see his thoughts materialize through
Lily's calculations concerning Gryce.

However, that

realism is immediately negated when Selden thinks "She was

.
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so evidently the victim of the civilization which produced
her, that the links of her bracelet seemed like manacles

chaining her to her fate" (8).

Despite this naturalistic

comment, we must remember that this is Selden's view of

Lily and that he sees Lily very differently from the way
Lily sees herself or the way the objective reader sees

Lily.

We must also .note that this later thought, filled

with a naturalistic tone, contradicts the realistic
observation that Selden makes earlier.

The fact that Lily, throughout the novel, "deceives

consistently in subtle ways" shows that she is not simply
a creature of fate (Restuccia 227).

She lies consciously

in order to either, protect herself or to get what she

wants.

For example, she makes Gryce believe that, she is

the kind of girl that goes to church every Sunday in order

to get him interested in her.

Later, she makes Rosedale

believe that her rejection of his marriage proposal was
not her final decision.

She does this because she feels

she has no other choice than to marry the only rich man
who still considers her a desirable wife.. ,

■Rbstuccia .cites Roland Barthes as. having■said that

Lily "is always paradoxical" (225) .

It is easy to see how

this statement applies to the question in the novel of
■
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fate versus free will' in the novel.

Lily-says she needs

to marry richy but truly does not want to marry at all.
She thinks she cannot go on living outside of society, yet

she very clearly can see how flawed her friends are.

Lily

is- paradoxical■precisely because she cannot decide if she
wants to remain in society and attain the goal that her
mother chose for her, or if she wants to separate herself

and -live an independent life.

It is this struggle that

leads to, many of the decisions in Book I.

For example,;

Lily goes into Selden's apartment even though it would be
considered improper, she seeks investment advice from Gus
Trenor even though she knows that he might expect

something :in^ return and she infuriates Bertha Dorset
through her closeness to Selden even though she knows it
means making an enemy of one of the richest women in

society.

The fact that Lily does ;all these things in Book

I lead.,; to serious -consequences in Book II. ■ For example,
. Rosedale circul-ates -the fact that he saw, her, leaving

Selden's apartment, Gus attempts to rape Lily at the close

of Book 1/ leading to Lily's ostracism-from the highest,
echelon'o-f ,society, ' and, in ,order ■ to mask he,r own
infidelity, ' Bertha ,accuses- Lily o-f ;ha-;ving' an affair with
her husbandiGeorge.: 'V

■i' -'x ■ - ■rr:" ,
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Although elements of naturalism clearly play a hand
in some of the action of the novel, other forces are also

at play.

Most importantly, elements of deism, religion

and chance are Interwoven with elements of naturalism to

produce the novel's mysterious effect on its reader.
Helen Killoran details a very explicit representation

system that is at work in the novel.

By focusing on those

aspects of Killoran's system that allude to.the novel's

title, we can achieve a better understanding of the
complementary forces at play in the novel.
itself is taken from Ecclesiastes 7:3-4.

The title
It reads:

Sorrow is better than raughter: for by
the

sadness■of

countenance

the heart

is made better.

The heart

of

the wise is in the house of

mourning; but the heart of fools is in the
house of mirth.

The book of Ecclesiastes.is an interesting one in terms of
how fate and free will play out within it.

First,

however, it is important to understand that within the
novel itself "Religious and philosophical,ideas of deism,
Puritanism, and naturalism contrast to ideas of chance,

free will, and artistic imagination" (Killoran 15) .
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Killoran goes on to say that "These themes pose questions
rather than answer them" (15).

Because of this apparent

multiplicity in the text, it is easy to see how some
critics value naturalism and others free will.

The

question, then, is not which of these forces can be found

in the novel, but in what order they occur and how that

ordered sequence is significant.

We can see that Lily's

actions in Book I are made freely; she .makes calculated
decisions.

In Book II, however, the action seems more

naturalistic because Lily spirals into the consequences of
her actions in Book I.

It is not that Book II is

necessarily naturalistic, it is .just that the consequences
of her actions in Book I are delayed until then.

Killoran is quick to point out that to look at Lily
in Darwinian terms is to commit a fallacy because "If a
Darwinian creature has a choice, it does not choose to

destroy itself, except by mistake, in which case the

element of chance overrides law, not possible in pure

naturalism" (15).

Because of this, it is important to

look at the title of the novel and see why Wharton may:

have chosen it.

In Ecclesiastes "Everything that happens

to man appears to be predetermined, and fitted to its

uniquely appropriated time" (Killoran 16).
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If we take

this element of the book as our final answer, than it

would seem that Wharton was clearly writing a naturalistic
novel.

However, in a letter to William Crary Brownell,

Wharton,expressed -concern about how people would read the
title (Wharton, "Selected Letters" 260).

"Wharton

explained that she did not want the title to moralize by
repeating its,, text on the title page" (Killoran 16).

What

this means is that although Wharton may have wanted
readers to keep the biblical passage in, she may not have
necessarily wanted readers to impose the theme of
Ecclesiastes in its entirety onto her novel.
Puritanism plays as much, if not more, of a role in

the novel than does naturalism.

For example. Aunt

Peniston is clearly a representative of Puritanism, as her

name, in its evocation of penitence, would suggest.
Puritanism plays a highly complex role in the novel:
"[It] creates a tension between naturalism and

freedom because Puritanism paradoxically

preaches both determinism and free will.

Though

the omniscient God knows what is destined to

happen, man chooses to cause it, and since man's

will is free, God cannot change the future."
(Killoran 17)
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We can see that Lily opposes these paradoxical puritanical
principles within the novel because she constantly tells
us how she would love to change her Aunt's house, a symbol
of Puritanism.

Because Of all these differing factors within the
novel, "any naturalism must be ascribed to Lily, not the

author, for:nearly all the naturalistic descriptions in
theinovel are reported through Lily's thoughts, and
naturalism is deterministically consistent with

Puritanism" (20). Therefore, within Lily's mind, we see a
struggle between fate and free will.

Lily has been raised,

thinking she can be nothing, more than an ornament; that is
her social construction.

Her aunt's home is Puritanical,

and since Puritanism preaches naturalism through its
belief in determinism, Lily often feels herself propelled

by fate.

Finally, because Puritanism also paradoxically

preaches free will, Lily does at times feel . herself

capable of exerting free will.

Lily consistently exhibits

free will throughout Book I of the novel but, when things

go badly, she uses fate as her scapegoat, blaming it, .
rather than herself, for her predicament.

Because of

these warring principles in Lily's mind, her "thoughts
combine deism and naturalism" (20).
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Killoran uses the

.

analogy of •\t,he great, clockmaker God who created the

uridvers-e,::;.wound it up>';-and -.thre

space to run by

its own laws" as a metaphor for deism (20).
:Words ,_ deism is- fouhded''on^ the^

In;other

that' God created

natural laws by: which ''fhg; world: exists and, because of

.this,! takes- no further/part in its functioning.

Because

Lily's thoughts) siraultaneously combine deism and

haturalism, Lily uses huma:n reason, a constant in deism,

to convince'herself that she is naturalistically fated to
fail.

Later, Lily is able,to use- that same human reason

to convince herself that .she is in fact capable of
succeeding^

.Despite the fact that Lily often blames fate for her

situation,, her internal monologue indicates that her sense
of moral goodness: is actually to blame.

There are moral

boundaries .' that Lily will not cross and it is her
conscious decision/rot to cross those boundaries that

leads :to:the hovel'S :ending.

Fetterley believes that

'■"Lily' 3 mprality Is characterized by a, whimsy which can
only , be- tinderstood as ,the expression of her acquiescence

in her own;:destr-uction and her unwillingness, to make, any
real effort . to save.■herself " (209) .

What Fetterley .

ignores, however, is the countless times throughout the
-.

■ .

'
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novel when Lily questions her moral strength.

As ■; rumors

begin to circulate about her, Lily soon realizes that the
fact that "the maintenance of a moral attribute should be

dependent on dollars and cents, made the world appear a

more sordid place than she had conceived it" (Wharton, HM
135) .

Throughout the novel, Lily feels that "there had

been nothing in her training to develop any continuity of
moral strength" (204) .

Despite such thoughts, however,

Lily is constantly choosing the moral path over the easy
one.

In the end, Lily chooses to save her spirit rather

than her body.
Geoffrey Walton, who to some degree agrees with

Fetterley, says Lily's

"tragedy results from her pursuit

of these falsified ideals in the face of an increasingly

hostile society" (53) .

He feels that, because Lily

continues to believe that

the rich should demonstrate a

higher sense of moral virtue than those in lower economic

positions, she is' discarded by a society that has no

regard for morality.

Walton later says, "social

conventions assist her escape" from the attempted rape by
Gus Trenor

(59) .

There is an inherent contradiction

between these two. statements.

The same thing Walton terms

"falsified ideals" on one page he calls "social
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conventions" on another.

The fact is that Lily has ideals

that are based on maintaining a good moral standing.

In

the end, she realizes that it is better for her to know
that she has not crossed into immorality than give up
morality to have material comfort.

Yes, she would live a

very comfortable life in high society if she discarded
moral convention as her friends do, but to do so would

mean loathing herself and slie could never do that.
Because Lily sacrifices material comfort in order to
preserve her morality, we come to see that Wharton's theme
"insists that personal integrity represents an act of
faith in a spiritual order beyond the disorder of the
world of appearance" (Gargano 139).

Similarly, "Lily's

worldly mistakes are disguised blessings" because they

keep her from a life of moral corruption (139).
Therefore, what many deterministic critics often cite as

Lily's failure to act can also be seen as "disguised
blessings."

Her ignoring Gryce means she saves herself

from a loveless marriage and a household in which she
would become to. her husband "what his Americana had

hitherto been: the one possession in which he took

sufficient pride to spend money on it" (Wharton, HM 41).

Marrying Dorset would have meant financial security but it
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also would have meant conceding to having had an affair
with a man with whom she had no such relationship.

Blackmailing Bertha would have meant winning her way back
into society, and again into a loveless marriage with
Rosedale, but it would have meant sacrificing Selden and
her own sense of right and wrong.

Were Lily to go on

living up to society's ideal of woman as ornament the
"death she would be condemned to would be death-in-life"

(Restuccia, 238).

On her final day, Lily realizes what has been truly
missing from her life.

As she recalls the comfort she

felt at holding Nettie Struther's baby, she remembers the
loneliness of her own childhood and life:

She had a sense of deeper empoverishment - of an

inner destitution compared to which outward
conditions dwindled into insignificance.

It was

indeed miserable to be poor - to look forward to

a shabby, anxious middle-age, leading by dreary
degrees of economy and self-denial to gradual
absorption in the dingy communal existence of
the boarding-house. But there was something more
miserable still - it was the clutch of solitude

at her heart, the sense of being swept like a
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..

stray uprooted growth down the heedless current

of the years.

That.was the feeling which

possessed her now - the feeling of being ,

something rootless and ephemeral., mere spin- ,
drift of the' whirling surface of existence,

without anything to which the poor' little . .
tentacles of self could cling before the.awful
flood submerged them..
; .

As she looked back she

saw- that there had-^ never been a time when she
had had any real relation to life. (Wharton, HM

24:8)- / ,

..

r

,-

" :

Here, it is Clear Lily realizes what she really needs
in life in order- to- keep moral . constancy is someone with
whom she . can share her:.life.

In a sense, "The novel

concludes, not with the naturalistic or moral harshness

usually imputed to it, but with the serenity of a
religious affirmation" (Gargano. 138)..

This distinction is

very important because many of the critics who label the
novel as naturalistic ignore the epiphanies,that Lily has
at the end of the novel. "What The House of Mirth asserts

is that no' life- possesses spiritual vitality until .it' is-'

■motivatedvby belief in.its own:significance" (140) .
Although Lily sometimes believes herself to be

insignificant, at the close of the novel, as she is
falling asleep, she has renewed faith in herself,

thinking, "Tomorrow would not be so difficult after all:
she felt sure that she would have the strength to meet it'
(Wharton, HM'251).
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; CHAPTER FOUR

/ V

.

. .

'

. 'THE ARTIST'S ROLE IN
THE HOUSE OF MIRTH

'W

the novel, .the reception of art by the "new"

old money' class' and the "old" old money class plays a'/very
important; roie, .As the.novel progresses, it becomes
increasingly clear that members of both classes, in many

ways, identify Lily as an .object of art.

In the previous

chapter, we saw how.Lilyis often viewed as an object;
particularly, she is interpreted as being, an object up for
sale to..the highest bidding man.
than just a commodity.

However, Lily is more

Lite a piece of art, she is a

valuable collectable. . The'problem with this' view of Lily
is that the object, or, in her case, the work of art, is a
human being.

As Lily begins to connect with her morals,

and as she begins.to see the frivolity of the moneyed
classes,, she recognizes' that she has lived her life

believing that she is an object and she comes to realize
that she .is' far more than this.

Lily's struggle■for freedom is made difficult because
of her socialization as a beautiful object.

Often,

through the course of the novel, .Lily sees "herself as a
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piece of property available for purchase by the highest

bidder" (Fetterley 201).
tries most to avoid.

This is one of the things Lily

Because Lily often sees herself as

being up for display and purchase/ she has a difficult

time identifying with her "real self" (201).

Although

Lily appears to waver, as some critics put it,, she is
actually consciously struggling to attain some sense of

identity beyond that of just object.^

By the end of the

novel, Lily's values differ greatly from those of the
other members of her society and she realizes she "cannot
survive, far less flourish, in this world of frozen

identities" (.Restuccia 236).

Her higher sense of values,

coupled with her artistic flair, is something that the
members of her society will not accept; they will only

continue to accept her if she fulfills the role they have
laid out for her: that of unchanging idealized woman.
What perplexes the other members of society most in

regard to Lily is that she demonstrates a quality of

duality, as she is both artist and art object.

Because, of

this duality, we become unsure of what Lily is meant to
signify in artistic terms.

She is to us as readers

"perhaps possessor, perhaps only curator" over herself and

her beauty (Fetterley 201).

Fetterley goes on to say that
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"the movement from her mother's indoctrination to Lily's

presentation of herself in the Wellington Brys' tableaux
as a living art object is as inevitable as it is

frightening" (201).

This presentation of Lily clearly

shows her to be both artist and art object simultaneously.
Lily is the artist, in the situation because she chooses

her clothing and background, but. she is also object in
that she sets herself up for people to admire.
Lily's, artistry, appears in the novel, not just in the
tableaux scene, but also throughout Book I.

Throughout

the first half of the novel, Lily's "gestures, speech, and
dress" can be interpreted as "forms of artistic

expression" (Quoyeser 62).

Lily makes her artistic

expression evident as early as the first scenes with Percy
Gryce in the train on the way to Bellomont.

Percy Gryce's

shyness is great, but Lily has "the art of giving selfconfidence to the embarrassed" (Wharton, HM 17).

In the

scenes with Gryce, Lily is once again using her artistry,
demonstrating that she is always aware of what she is

doing and how it appears to those seeing it.

Although

Lily feels, at the beginning of the novel, like.the one-

dimensional object others would like her to be, she begins
seeing herself in the role of artistic creator as the
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novel progresses.

Because the freedom and creatlvitY that

comes hand in hand with being an artist often causes the

members of the moneyed class to be suspicious of artists,

as Lily exhibits more and more artistic freedom, they
become ever more suspicious of Lily.

Lily sees the moneyed class' distrust of art in
negative terms because she would agree "The environment of
wealth, even at its most futile, is the only soil where
the aesthetic virtues can hope to flourish" (Lyde 116).

Early in the novel, we are made aware that Lily "liked to
think of her beauty as a power for good, as giving her the
opportunity to attain a position where she should make her
influence felt in the vague diffusion of refinement and

good taste" (Wharton, HM 30).

Lily is one of the few

members in her social circle who believes that the rich

have a certain responsibility that comes with their money.
Because Selden seems, to be the only other person in the

novel that shares this belief, Lily and he are drawn to
one another.

Wharton tells us "all [Selden] asked was

that the very rich should live up to their calling as
stage-managers, and not spend their money in a dull way"
(104).

Although Selden has.no personal desire to be

extremely wealthy himself, he does believe those that are
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should "try to do their best to entertaim those that are
not. '

Perhaps because of his affection for art, Selden, who

,is supposed to be the most enlightened member of the
•"Wealthy class, still "views. Lily- Bart from, the vantage
■■points of science and art., " as .a naturalist and as a ■

'
,

connoisaeur,,; .and these perspectives :transform her into a
specimen" (Norris 433) . 'Even though^Selden jokes to Lily

that .she "is an artist, he;.:;.does .not" seriously believe this;

his- thoughts reveal:, a- - much".more .limited view" of Lily,
their first walk together, .jSeld^^

"On.

enjoys classifying Lily

as he" w;b.uld' a piece" of art. . . .He...feeIs "a' luxuri.Dus'

pleasure -in the'"modelin.g';"o-.f her"li.ttle ear, the crisp .
upward wave; of her hair .- was . it ever so slightly
brightened by art? - and the thick planting of her
:Straight black- lashes" (Whartpn, HM

7) .

What Selden

fails to see" is that Lily is so much more than just the .

finished product that he sees before him.

He fails to see

how much .care and effort she. puts into appearing as she .
does.

:"He . fails t.o see that she sees herself as . both a

canvas ..and ■ as: -the artist that

fills that canvas . - .

■ '.Selden. is"- slow to understand, who the real Lily Bart .

is because he tends"to see her as a "rare organism and a

rare artifact" (Norris 433).

Like so many of the other

characters in the novel, Selden sees Lily as a

collectable.

Although Selden does, at times, acknowledge

that Lily often follows her impulses and thereby dispenses
with social custom, ,these acknowledgments are limited.
Overall,-, he tends to see Lily as "the victim of the

civilization which had produced her, that the links of her
bracelet seemed like manacles chaining her to her fate"

(Wharton 8).

Selden has this thought very early in the

novel, and, because of this, it is important to evaluate
it within the context of the rest of the novel.

This is

quite a naturalistic comment and it appears in the very

first chapter in the novel.

If Selden is able to predict

Lily's fate so early in the novel, why is the rest of the
novel even necessary?

Clearly, Wharton is being somewhat

satirical in this instance, reminding u.s that these
thoughts are coming from Selden, not from an objective

narrator.

Selden certainly does not know what Lily's fate

will be; he only knows what he wants to see.
Because Selden and the other members of,her society
value Lily as an object rather than an artist, she is

constantly trying to suppress her artistic side, in order

to be accepted.

Because of this, "The tragedy of Lily
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Bart is peculiarly the tragedy of an upper-class woman
faced with "the temptation to be a beautiful object"
(Fetterley 200).

Through her novel, Wharton Is able,to

demonstrate how the frivolity of the society to which Lily
belongs destroys beautiful objects, particularly when
those objects are women.

Because the members of this

society tend to destroy the objects that they cannot own,
and because Lily does her best to keep from being owned,
the destructive nature of high society Is exemplified In
the

novel.

To the members of high society, art Is something to
be owned.

With the acquisition .of certain types of art

comes the demonstration of high degrees of wealth; this
can lead to an Inclusion of people Into society who would
otherwise be excluded:

Wharton's novel argues that In the absence.of .
Innate taste guaranteed by family and breeding,
the taste of the noveaux riches was exteriorized

by explicit allusions to classical art- or,
rather varieties of neoclassical art, the art of

the Renaissance or the eighteenth century - In
houses and their furnishings. (Norrls 439)
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Therefore, in terms of the novel, one can replace breeding
with an exquisite art collection.

The way in which art

replaces breeding is clear in the various descriptions of
artwork found in the homes of the varying strata of
society.

Mrs. Peniston's home and the Trenor's home both

contain little artwork and the descriptions of that

artwork are used to accentuate aspects of these people's
personalities rather than any showiness in their homes.

The description of the Wellington Brys' home, however,

contrasts starkly to these. . When their home is described,

Wharton goes into extreme,detail, going to great lengths
to show that the Brys have overdone their home in order to

appear that they have refined taste.

Later on, Rosedale

evens remarks on the lavishness of the home by saying, "I

wouldn't be satisfied to entertain like the Welly Brys;
I'd want something that would look more easy and natural"
(Wharton, HM 139).

Thus, "Art as the representation of

taste takes the place of missing origin in blood and
breeding" (Norris 439).

Because art acts as a social mobilizer in the novel,

we can see that the "people at Bellomont uphold a kind of
moral prudery based on a distrust of art, bohemianism, and

parvenus" (Quoyeser 66).

This distrust of artistry adds
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to Lily's ostracism.

As Lily's artistic talents become

more apparent, society become increasingly rejectful of

Lily.

They fail to understand her because they fail to

understand an artist's motivations.

They are so busy in

the consumptive process of collecting art that they fail
to understand Lily's creative process of making art.
The novel makes a clear distinction between how the

noveaux riche view art and how the old money view art.

Clearly, the noveaux riche class.is more willing to accept
art, as exhibited by their inclusion of Paul Morpeth, the

famous painter, into their circle.

The.old money class,

on the other hand, distrusts both artistry and art.

In

the old money class, procurement of art is considered a
waste of money and, because of this, members of that class

rarely purchase or appreciate art.
seven-by-five painting of

For .example, ^'the

Niagara... represented the one

artistic excess of Mr. Peniston's temperate career"
(Wharton, HM 79.).

display status.

.

For the noveaux riche, art functions to

This can be seen in the fact that the

Brys' home is ."almost as well designed for the display, of
festal assemblage as one .,of those airy .pleasure halls
which the, Italian architects improvise to set off the
hospitality of princes" (104).

Social climbers like the
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Wellington Brys do not consider artistic displays to be
excessive and use sucti displays to aid their ascent in
society.'

The fact that the Brys choose to have tableaux

vivants alsO: demonstrates this over-eagerness to climb
their: way into society. . Presentation of, tableaux involved

spending lavish amounts ,of money on something that lasted
only a few minutes.

The stark contrast between the "old"

old money, the "new" old 'mbney and the noveaux riche is no,
more apparent than in the choice to have such

entertainment.

Neither one, of the old money classes would

have ever spent money on something of such impermanence.
To fully understand how the procurement of art and

art itself affect the novel, it is necessary to examine
how the rich viewed these.things at the time the novel

takes place.

The period in which the novel takes place

"saw the flowering of aestheticism in the■arts, as art was

no longer required to serve religion or morality, and was
becoming autonomous - existing for,its own sake, I'art
. .

'L

■ ■

■

■ ,.

pour I'art" (Norris 434) .

•

.

,

.

■

As a result, "Art in the

nineteenth century was permitted to become exquisitely
useless, and thus free to aspire to its own perfection as

pure beauty ,- much like Lily Bart herself" (434) .
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Lily's

inner conflict begins, in the novel when she and Selden

have their talk at Bellomont.

At this point, she realizes

that, deep down, aspires to being much more than just an
artistic object, much more than some rich man's wife.

That conversation leaves doubt in Lily's, mind as, to the

quality of life she is leading.

It takes Lily the rest of

the novel tp come to an .awareness of her self-worth and to

realize that, instead.of trying to suppress her desire for
freedom, which is best exhibited by her role as artist,'
she- must embrace it and seek to attain that freedom..

In the.earlier parts of the novel, Lily is very much
demonstrative of the art noveaux aesthetic that was

becoming popular, at- the time ..the novel takes place.

Art

.noveaux's main purpose was to demonstrate how a "woman's

capacity to be decorative is her chief attraction" (Wolff
322;.).

In many ways, Lily, feels that this is what she

should aspire to be, but"her capacity to be artistic

causes her to have a duality of character and this, in
turn,, creates conflict.

These conflicting ideals cause

problems to arise because sometimes Lily feels herself a
piece of art noveaux, or the object, and sometimes she

-

feels as though she is the one in control, or the artist

who creates and re-creates herself.
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As. Lily is attempting

to lure Gryce into marrying her, she reflects on how she
fits both these roles-:

Her beauty itself was not the mere ephemeral
possession it might have been in the hands of

inexperience: her skill in enhancing it, the
care she took of it, the use she made of it,

seemed to give it a kind of permanence.

She

felt she could trust it to carry her through to
the end. (Wharton, HM Al)

Here, we can see that Lily, thinks of herself as both an

object of art, because her beauty is permanent, and as an

artist, because she knows how to enhance her beauty to
provide even more startling effects.
Although Lily's conflicting duality does sometimes

cause confusion for Lily, the influence of art over Lily's
life is not so tremendous, as Wolff would have us believe,
to lead to a "confusion between the ideal and the real

that leads, to her final tragedy" (.324).

To see Lily this

way would mean seeing Lily in a very limited capacity.
Because "Lily Bart is duplicitous" she cannot be "reduced

to an art object" (Restuccia 224).

Throughout the novel,

Lily is constantly adapting to new situations and taking
on different roles.

This makes her very much the artist
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creating and re-creating herself.

Lily has a great

capacity for blending the real and the artificial
(Restuccia 226).

It is because of this inherent duality within Lily
that she oscillates between her two desires: the desire to

be free and the desire to be rich.

Wharton's descriptions

of Lily throughout the novel express this duality.

At one

point, Wharton tells us that Lily "had the art of blushing
at the right time"- (7);.

Soon afterwards, she tells us

that Lily possesses a "streak of sylvan freedom in her

nature that lent such .savour to artificiality" (12).
Clearly, there is something in Lily's character that
enables her to blend both the real and the artificial.

Problems arise in the novel because, although Lily is
aware of this duality, those around her are not.

They

feel that the half-false Lily that she reveals to them is

in fact the real Lily.

Because of this, as Lily begins to

exhibit more of her true self, society is unwilling,to
accept her.

,

Society's unwillingness to accept Lily as more than
just an object is clearly demonstrated in the tableaux

scene, which encapsulates all the aspects of Lily's
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This ■.scene Is overpoweringly

artistic personality.

revealing 'because it reflects how society' views her:
The tableau's

^realism' : derives, from the fact

that Lily never looks like a real woman at all,

that she always looks l.ike a portrait of a
woman, an idealized' and aesthetically

interpreted version, of what a '*real'" beautiful
woman looks like, a representation of herself
.rather -than herself.

(Norris. 441).

Throughout the novel, Lily is constantly posing.

.She

always . appears to he. something rather than, just heing it.
it is only when Lily does not choose, her own background
that trouble ensues.

Her exits from the .Benedick and the

Trenor house are both exemplify this type of situation.

In the scene at the Benedick, Rosedale catches Lily

leaving the building after she has had an impulsive visit
to Selden's rooms. : Rosedale clearly intimates to Lily
that he is suspicious of her being there.

Similarly, the

incident at the Trenor house is also unplanned.

Lily is

tricked into being alone with Trenor and the fact that
Selden sees her leaving the ■ house when he knows that .Judy
is not

there makes him lose what little faith he had in

Lily.
:
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When Lily fails to choose her own background, such as

in the above examples, she often meets with adversity.

On

the other hand, when she does choose her own background,
she seems to have more control over what happens to her.

Those instances when Lily chooses her own background can

be-thought of in terms of creating -her own self-portraits.
During the. time the novel takes, place, portrait art
depicting women as the main focus was a famous art form.

Cynthia Griffin Wolff reminds us that, in these portraits,
wives of wealthy men were often depicted without: their
wealthy husbands. , ,She goes on to say that this was a

direct result of the mural images that were popular during
the previous period in art.

The murals featured "colossal

women...used , as symbols" of "effortless monuments of purity",
(,321).

The portrait art period that followed sought to

demonstrate the same values in the women it depicted.
.Therefore, portraits of,upper-class women were usedito
symbolically represent the virtue found among the women of
that class.

In the novel, however, although the women of

the ,upper class appear to be virtuous, this is not always

the case.

Many, of the' women have affairs, and- their

virtue, apparently, is based .on the fact that they are
able,to cover up ,these affairs.
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Lily clearly demonstrates
•

what, the portraits are attempting to symbolize.

Lily

belongs to theyupper class and she maintains her. virtue to.
the end of the novel.

Because of this, it is important to

note that Wharton, imitating the portrait painters of the

tirrie, depicts Lily as.a.living portrait in many of the
■novel's scenes . . ■

■ ;1 '

Underlying the painter's choice to portray women
exclusiy.ely was the belief .that women please the eye more
than men.'

In- other words, society sought out what Wolff

terms a "deception."

She says that society got a false

yet appealing sense of women from these portraits because
they incorporated "the pleasing illusion that the

idealized rendering of the women who were painted was in,
fact realistic representation" (322) .

This type of

illusion reveals itself in the novel as Lily exhibits her
artistry.
In the novel, the extent of Lily's artistic
imagination is made quite clear.

It functions as a

catalyst, acting as a contrast to the. elements of.
religion, Puritanism, deism, free will and determinism

that all coincide within Lily's world (Killoran 15) .

Lily

knows how to present her beauty against certain '

backgrounds in order to produce spectacular effects, upon
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the observer.

This being the case, "Her ultimate free act

is to use her artistic imagination to produce selfportraits that create identity through internal and
external images" (15).

Thus, Lily's awareness of how

other people see her is very acute.

In many scenes

throughout,the novel, she embeds herself into self-

portraits against the novel's settings.

These self-

portraits indicate to the reader a certain extent of free

will being demonstrated on Lily's part because she chooses
how others will see her.

Each of the major scenes in the novel contains a

corresponding self-portrait of Lily.

By examining these

self-portraits that Lily'creates, we can better understand'

how Lily uses her surrounding setting to better present
herself.

Lily creates seven self-portraits in the course

of the novel, five of which have been identified by Helen
Killoran and two that I have identified.

, The.first portrait occurs on the opening page when

Selden'and Lily first meet in the train station.

At this

meeting Selden observes, "She stood apart from the crowd,
letting it drift by her to the platform or the street, and

wearing an air of irresolution which might, as he

surmised, be the mask of a very definite purpose"
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(Wharton, HM 6).

This description provides a crystallized

image of Lily against a sort of blurred canvas of the

other travelers mentioned.

This portrait is particularly

important because we meet Lily when she is still favored
by society and before the beginning of her social decline.

It gives us a romantic view of Lily that will decrease
through the course of the novel as she becomes more real
to the reader.

The second of the portraits takes place in her first
visit to Selden's apartment.as she stands near the
fireplace.

Selden sees that her "attitude revealed the

long slope of her slender sides, which gave a kind of

wild-wood grace to her outline - as though she were a
captured dryad subdued to the conventions of the drawing-

room" (12).

It is in Selden's apartment that we first get

a glimpse of how he perceives Lily: as someone meant for a

particular destiny.

This scene is also important because

it acts as a mirror to the later tableau scene in which

Lily again appears as a dryad.

Another crucial aspect of

this scene is that it signals the beginning of the gossip
surrounding Lily and her resulting descent into the lower

classes.

sees her.

As Lily is leaving Selden's apartment, Rosedale

After escaping Rosedale, Lily thinks to herself
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She had yielded to a passing impulse in going to Lawrence
Selden's rooms, and it was so seldom that she could allow

herself the luxury of such an impulse!" (15).

Lily knows

that she will have to pay dearly for. her small

indiscretion.

The manifestation of that payment is that

Lily must be civil towards Rosedale so. that he will honor

her secret.

However, as Lily continually fails to show

such civility, Rosedale retaliates by telling Gus Trenor
about the Benedick incident and this eventually results in
the attempted rape.

The third portrait of Lily is the tableaux vivant,
which is the mirror of the previous portrait.

In that

scene, Lily . is posing as "Mrs. Lloyd" who is posing as a
dryad.

Again, this portrait'is quite significant for a

number of reasons.

First, it occurs in the middle of the

novel and close to the climax.

Second, it is important

because Selden feels that "for the first time he seemed to

see before him the real Lil.y Bart" (.105).

This is

important because of the irony in the situation. .Selden

has already seen the.same portrait of Lily in his. own

apartment, yet it . is not until Lily exposes • that portrait

to all of society that he recognizes it.

He is not really

seeing the real.Lily Bart because, as Whafton writes, Lily
''

..."
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"had stepped, not out of, but into, Reynold's canvas"

(106).

Clearly, this is not the real Lily. . In'fact, the'

illusion before Selden is probably the most false self-

presentatipn of herself that Lily has ever exposed. . This

is because Lily is imitating a person, Mrs. Lloyd, who sat
for a painting while imitating a dryad.

Thus, the

illusion is not ,just removed from Lily but it is doubly
removed.

Third, the scene is important because Selden and

Lily finally commit"to one another, immediately following,
this scene.

That■commitment, however, is immediately

■

revoked at the near climax of the novel: the attempted
rape by Trenor.

It is here that Lily realizes she is

moving dangerously close to immorality.

The image of Lily as this idealized figure , i,s
shattered for the men in the book, except Selden, when she
poses in the tableaux vivant.

Selden believes he sees the

real Lily because her almost nude presentation conjures up
a sense of purity for him.

To the other men, however,

Lily becomes flesh and blood real by wearing clinging,
clothing that reveals the contours of her body..

Although

the men are fascinated by her figure, the reality of the

woman before them shatters their illusion of Lily.

For

example, Ned Van Alstyne comments, "Deuced bold thing to
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show herself in that get-up; but, gad, there isn't a break
in the lines anywhere, and I suppose she wanted us to know

it!"

(Wharton, HM 106).

Van Alstyne sees Lily's tableau

as pretentious rather than the exhibition of contemplated
artistry that Lily believed it to be.

Similarly, Trenor

says, "Damned bad taste, I call- it" (109) .,

His remark is

ironic because even though .Trenor thinks it is in bad
taste for Lily to show herself as she does, he does not

think his attempt to rape her is in bad taste..

Later,

at a party the next evening. Jack Stepney says, "Really,
you know, I'm no prude, but when it, comes to a girl
standing there as if she was up at auction" (124).

This

•too is ironic because Jack had no problem putting himself
up for. auction when trying to marry Gwen Van Osburgh for
her money.

It is also ironic because Lily is, in a sense,

alwaysup for auction.

She is always looking her best

with the hope of finding a rich husband.

It is only when

she■strips' away her - false■exterior■and shows her

femininity in bold fashion, that the members of her class
take, offence.

In,the fourth portrait, Lily is at tea with Rosedale.,

This portrait occurs after Lily has already been working

in the millinery shop.

Although Lily is.clearly in
10

financial straits, it also shows a somewhat increasing
morality in her demeanor.

In this scene, she tells

Rosedale the truth about the whole situation with Trenor

because "She had a passionate desire that some one should

know the truth about this transaction" (228).

She wants

to morally absolve herself from her dealings with Trenor

and, as a result, Lily's portraits.becoming increasingly
real as she comes closer to establishing her selfidentity.

The last portrait Killoran describes is that of

Lily as "Sleeping Beauty" at her death (Killoran 25-26).
To these five portraits, it is necessary to add two
more.

The first occurs between Killoran's second and

third portrait.

It is the exchange that takes place

between Lily and Selden against the backdrop of the

Bellomont estate.

This is when Lily really begins to ,see

what Selden is saying to her and she truly realizes that
she cannot survive within society.

However, she still

knows that Selden cannot offer her a better alternative.

She asks him, "Why do you do this, to me...Why do you make

the things I have chosen seem hateful to me, if you have
nothing to give me instead?" (Wharton, HM 58).

statement is important for two reasons.

The

First, Lily does

begin to "hate" the things she has always thought she
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wanted.

Second, it exposes the dilemma that confronts her

throughout the novel; the fact that she loves Selden even

though he cannot provide for her the kind of life that she

sees her friends living, a kind of life she thought she
wanted but is beginning to question.

The second additional portrait occurs during Lily's
second visit to Selden's apartment.. Lily's silhouette,

against Selden's fireplace is a particularly poignant
scene, especially when she drops the letters into the

fire.

Up until this point, Lily has no idea what she will

do with the letters, but there, in Selden's apartment, she
has her epiphany and realizes that, in order to save

herself, she would have to sacrifice him and, more

importantly, that she is incapable of doing so.
It is the final, selfless act that demonstrates how

Lily's artistry ties in to her whole demeanor of that of a

lady because, "However artificial her elegance may seem,
it is the outward sign of a real dignity and grace of

character that command admiration and respect" (Walton
52).

Lily is a lady inside and out.

Like the other women

in the novel, Lily always has an outward appearance of
class and breeding.

However, unlike the other women in

the novel, Lily's ladylike qualities extend beyond the
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surface. 'Her artistry, which becomes the guiding,tool in
her establishmentof identity, allows .her to create an

inner beauty that is then reflected in her outer beauty.
By the end of the novel, ..Lily no longer has the amount of
money that she would have previously, required to maintain ,

her appearance.

Despite her lack of money, however,

Rosedale is still "seized afresh by the poignant surprise
of her. beauty" when she accompanies him to tea very late
in the novel (Wharton, HM 226).

Lily's beauty has ceased

to be dependent upon money and has become the result of an

inner beauty that she has retained by remaining a lady.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SELDEN AND GERTY

The changes Lily undergoes in the novel are sparked
■most significantly by two of the other characters,

Lawrence Selden and Gerty Parish.

Both Selden and Gerty

recognize a certain fine quality in Lily and each attempts
to cultivate that quality.

Selden acts as the catalyst,

for Lily's movement in the novel because, once he reveals
his moral standard to her, Lily begins to measure herself

by., that standard.. .While Selden often acts as Lily's

judge, Gerty acts simply as a friend.

In fact, Gerty is,

in many ways, Lily's only true friend because Gerty is

willing to sacrifice her own happiness in order for Lily
to be happy.

Lily and Selden's relationship is an interesting one
because, although the two characters seem to .come from

similar backgrounds, they grow up to become very different

in terms of the ideals to which they aspire.

Like Lily,

Selden has lived among the rich while not being rich
himself.

He remains part of the social elite because of

his family name, not because' of- the size of his bank
account.

..

.
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Selden.and Lily can be seen as living parallel lives
because Selden, like Lily, is also the product of his

parenting.

His "values, "which Wharton even puts in

quotes in the text of the novel, have been instilled by an
idealistic, yet somewhat senseless mother (Wharton, HM

,121).

Like Lily, he finds it hard to completely break

away from high society because his childhood has
reinforced an "Epicurean's pleasure" of material things
. ,(121).

Because of this, it is quite amusing that while

most critics see Selden as the most enlightened individual

in the novel, he is probably the character most like Lily,

the woman they often label,a victim (Robinson 352).

While

most critics feel Lily allows herself to become a victim
because she wavers in her choices, they fail to see that

Selden, in many ways, can also be accused of wavering.

This is especially true in his relationship with Lily
because he struggles between accepting Lily as she is or

accepting her only if she fulfills conditions he has set.

Selden recognizes that "The more emotionally involved
[he] is.with Lily, the more he tries to mold her into his
romantic ideal; the less involved, the more he allows Lily

a freer play as cause and corollary of the free play of
his admiration" (Restuccia 229).
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Perhaps because of this,

Selden remains very much only a detached friend throughout
most of the novel and he is most helpful to Lily when he

remains detached because that is when he least judges her.
When he begins having romantic feelings for her that

things between the two start to fall apart.

This quality

of, their relationship is most evident in the scenes at the
French Riviera.

In that section of the novel, Selden's

romantic feelings for Lily have cooled and he is able to

provide counsel and help her escape Bertha's accusations
with some dignity intact.

As mentioned before, Selden acts as a catalyst.
Throughout the novel, Selden seems to be the spokesperson
for one of its general themes: the shame involved in the

wasting of spiritual resources (Fetterley 199).

When

Selden discovers that there is something about Lily that
distinguishes her from the other members of high society,
he consciously interferes with her life, particularly her
conscience, with the hope that, it will move her into

action (Restuccia 225).

He does this by agitating Lily

and making her believe that her ideals are shallow.

By

doing so, Selden allows Lily to see the shortsightedness
of her, materialistic goals and, throughout most of the

novel, Lily's spiritual growth is achieved in the process
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of her trying to fulfill his moral standard.

Nowhere in

the novel is this more evident than when Selden

unexpectedly shows up at Bellomont and Lily finds herself
measuring her life by his standards:

That was the secret of his way of readjusting

her vision.

Lily, turning her eyes from him, ,

found herself scanning her little, world through
his retina: it was a though the pink lamps had
been shut off and the dusty daylight let in.
(Wharton, HM 45)

The main problem with Lily's attempts to conform to
Selden's standards, is that, although they are good

standards, they are also flawed, because he simply
preaches without making himself accountable to uphold
those morals.

Selden's importance in the novel stems from his

ability to vocalize sentiments that Lily feels yet hides
within her conscience.

For example, during their

conversation at Bellomont, Selden questions Lily, finding
it somewhat unbelievable that she does not recognize how
miserable her future would be if she married purely for
money.

She answers that although she has thought about

that aspect of her future, "it looks so much darker" when
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he alludes to it (57). Although Selden has some insight
into what Lily is feeling, he still does not have the

advantage of readers, who are completely aware of Lily's
consciousness. .This restricts Selden from seeing-Lily as
a fully informed reader can see her and that restriction

makes it necessary for Selden to rely on external
occurrences to judge Lily.
In a letter to Sara Norton, -Wharton called Selden a

"negative hero" because Selden's effect on Lily is
achieved through inaction rather than action (OlinAmmentorp 239).

Selden's most significant act in the

novel is, indeed, inaction because he merely opens Lily's
eyes to her potential without giving her instruction on

how to reach it.

Selden feels as if there is something

about Lily that sets her apart from the rest of her social

set, as exhibited by the "indignant contempt" he feels
during the tableaux scene when he hears, the other men.make

negative comments about Lily (Wharton, TIM 107) .:
Throughout the novel, Selden's thoughts reveaT that he
believes Lily is different from the other membe.rs- of

society.

Even after he breaks his ties with Lily after

the Trenor incident, . he still muses, "Yes,, she was,

matchless - it was the one word for her" (168).

Lily

recognizes that Selden sets her apart from the others in
high society and that knowledge helps her have faith in
herself.

Selden's idealistic persona enables Lily, in a

sense, to reach the position by the end of the novel where
she can die with the knowledge that she has not allowed
the corrupt members of her society to demoralize her.

Although Selden'8, interference does cause. Lily to
have" more faith in herself, his faith in her remains

fragile until the end of the novel.

Selden's only true

act is that he puts the idea of change in Lily's head

(Wolff 331).

Despite the fact that Selden senses a

superiority in Lily, and despite the) fact that he
sometimes wishes to save her and take her away from the
society which represses her, Selden does very little to

actually help Lily., ' Expecting Lily to act in the most ,
virtuous manner, Selden judges her by a set of morals he
has created, a set of morals by which he hypocritically

fails to measure himself.

Selden is often ready to assign

blame, failing to recognize that he, too, in many
instances, can be accused of the behavior he deems

inappropriate.

For example, when Bertha publicly

humiliates Lily, telling her she is not welcome back on
the yacht, Selden ridicules the women in the novel by
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contemplating "the cruelty of women to their kind"
(Wharton, HM, 170); he fails to see how he is equally

cruel to Lily by not having faith enough in her to help
her.

Even though he does truly care for Lily, he does not

really do anything to stop the other women in the novel,

specifically Bertha, from, retaliating against her
(Showalter 362).

Despite the fact that Selden fails to show Lily the .
way to self-fulfillment, criticizing him for not having
"saved" Lily is a somewhat harsh reaction (Olin-Ammentorp

239).

Blaming Selden for what happens, to Lily is unfair

for two reasons.

First,' Selden never feels as if he

should bear the responsibility involved in to saving Lily.
He merely wants to see if she, will be able to do it

herself, something he makes clear from their very early
conversation at Bellomont when he tells her that the

"republic of the spirit" is "a.country one has to find the
way to one's self" (Wharton, HM 55).

Second, by blaming

Selden for not saving Lily, we, as critics, are discarding
all faith in Lily's ability to save herself'.

Even though Selden acts as if he wants ,to save Lily,
and even vocalizes this after their intimate encounter in

the Bry conservatory when he talks of taking her "beyond
'-
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the ugliness, the pettiness, the attrition and corrosion

of the soul," he fails in his mission because the only
Lily he is willing to accept is a completely pure one
(Wharton, HM 122).

When he sees Lily leave the Trenor

house, he assumes the worst instead of confronting her
about it.

Selden's expectations are problematic for a

number of reasons.

First, as the Trenor incident so

clearly demonstrates, Selden is constantly judging Lily
based on appearances rather than searching for the truth,
as his profession would dictate him to do.

Second, Selden

fails to recognize that, like him, Lily is only human and
it is unfair for him to expect her to be a symbol of
virtue.

Third, Selden's judgment of Lily is flawed

because, although he himself is not pure, he fails to use

the same moral standard by which he measures Lily to gauge
his own morality.

Even at the end of the novel, Selden

fails to realize that Lily ultimately meets her end
because she takes the virtuous road by refusing to
sacrifice him in order to save herself.

Lily's problems first begin when Selden tells her
about his concept of "the republic of the spirit."
Although the "republic" sounds appealing to Lily, she
fails to realize her membership is impossible because of
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the sexual differences outlined in the novel.

Selden can

exist within his so-called republic much more easily than
Lily, or any woman for that matter, could.

The fact that

he is a man grants him certain indulgences that Lily could
never entertain.

Selden's freedom derives more from his

being a working male professional rather than his being a
free thinker, even though he tries to convince Lily that
in fact the latter is true.

Even from the beginning of

the novel, Lily is aware of gender differences, yet, in
the scene at Bellomont, she fails to fully recognize that
her position as a woman in high society keeps her from
ever being able to enter the republic, whether or not she

abandons materialism.

Selden's concept of the "republic"

is also problematic because Selden proposes that Lily
abandon materialism when what he most admires about her is

her beauty.

He fails to see the inherent contradiction in

his proposal in that Lily's beauty requires money (Wolff
328-329).
Selden'3 ultimate mistake is that he fails to realize

that such a double standard exists in high society:

He not, only benefits from the double standard

that destroys Lily but he feels free, despite
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his own actual affair with a married woman, to

judge Lily, for the appearance of a relationship ,
with a married man:. '(Robinson-352

Had Selden abandoned his judgment of, Lily and realized his

own hypoGrisy, he may have 'been able to move Lily toward a
different end.

Despite, all of this, however, it is still

unfair to blame Selden solely for what happens to Lily or
to see the novel's end in negative terms.

If Selden had

shown Lily" the way, then her path would not have been one
of self-enlightenment, and that self-enlightenment, after

all, is Lily's greatest achievement in the novel.

Lily

had to travel her road alone because that is the, only way
to a true epiphany. ,

Because Selden and Lily are both so wrapped up in

posing,as their society expects them to do, it is
difficult for them to break that mold and enter" into:a '

relationship with one, another (Olin-Ammentorp 240).,

At.

the end of the novel, Selden tries to assign blame for.

Lily'3 death and their inability to unite as a couple.

At

first, he points .his' finger at fate and, then, at. Lily. .
Selden cannot even entertain the possibility that he is

partly to blame by failing to be honest with Lily and
failing to trust her after he realizes that he is in love
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with her.

Like Lily, Selden is afraid to enter into a

marriage that society has not prescribed.

What sets Lily

apart from Selden, however, is that she recognizes this
weakness in herself while Selden remains hypocritical
throughout the novel. '
Although Selden has a, role in Lily's movement toward

epiphany, Gerty'3 role is more active and significant.
Despite the fact that Gerty is at one time described as
"being fatally poor and dingy," she, like Lily,
demonstrates that even those characters that seem to be

propelled by fate do in fact exhibit free will (Wharton,
HM 11y.

Gerty's exhibitibn of free will can be seen in

the work she chooses to do.

Although Wharton would like

us to believe Gerty has no other choice in life but to
work as a philanthropist, that is certainly not the case.
She could choose, like many of the other women in the
working class, to find a job that pays her expenses,
ignoring any type of charitable endeavor.

However,

because Gerty is the only character that has an unwavering
■moral consciousness, she cannot simply ignore the kinship
she feels to other women.

Because Gerty chooses the type,

of work she does, she, like Lily, is able to rise above
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what her socialization would dictate she become (Robinson
353).

Gerty's role in the novel is not, as.some critics

might have us believe, solely restricted to demonstrating
how "poverty and ornameritality are virtually exclusive"

(Fetterley 203).

Although Wharton describes Gerty as

physically unattractive, she does have Selden observe that
Gerty has "points"■that could be considered attractive

(Wharton, HM 122) .

These "points," which have to do more

with the kindness in Gerty's heart than the lookiof her
face, are the primary reason Lily enters into and

continues a friendship with Gerty.

By observing Gerty,

Lily realizes her own potential.. , Her contact with Gerty
enables Lily to see that. "the capacity either to give or
create beauty" is not "the only permanent method of

helping humanity" (Lyde ' 117.)'

■ Although Gerty is not ,

beautiful physically, she.makes significant contributions
to humanity on a daily basis through her works at the

Girls' Club.

Gerty introduces Lily to the satisfaction

that comes with aiding philanthropic causes and Lily feels
that sense of satisfaction the very first time she makes a
charitable contribution:

'

8 5-

The satisfaction derived from this act was all
that the most ardent moralist could have

desired.

Lily felt a new interest in herself as

a person of charitable instincts: she had never

before thought of doing good with the wealth she

had so often dreamed of possessing, but now her

horizon was enlarged by a vision of a prodigal
philanthropy. (Wharton, HM 88)

As Lily continues being friends with Gerty, she becomes
more involved with philanthropy, even taking the time to
visit the Girls' Club and meet the women - associated with
it.

Gerty is also one of the few friends who remain,close

to Lily after her disinheritance.

Instead of relying on

the gossip circulating about Lily to form an opinion,
Gerty decides to go directly to Lily in a quest for the

truth.

Although Lily shrugs off Gerty's question of "But

what is your story Lily?

I don't believe any one knows it

yet" (176), she has come to appreciate "the comfort of
Gerty Parish's nearness" (178).

By the end of the novel,

Gerty is Lily's most loyal friend and an important part of
Lily's epiphany because she stays true to Lily even
through very troubled times.
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Near the end of the novel, when Lily's self-doubt is
at its peak, she unexpectedly encounters one of the women
that she and Gerty had helped through social work.

She

remembers how "The episode of Nettie Crane's timely rescue
from disease had been one of the most satisfying incidents
of her connection with Gerty's charitable work" (243).

This encounter with Nettie helps Lily through one of her
most troubled times and, upon leaving Nettie, she reflects
"It was the first time she had ever come across the

results of her spasmodic benevolence, and the surprised
sense of human fellowship took the mortal chill from her

heart" (246).

The "human fellowship" that Lily now feels

becomes the guiding force in her life and, although she
still feels that she will have to undergo many struggles
living a life with very little money, she does feel
confident enough to go on living her life.

Had it not

been for her relationship with Gerty, Lily would never
have met Nettie Crane and she would never have had her

epiphany in which she realizes that "the central truth of
existence" that Nettie and her husband achieved is based

both on "the man's faith as well as the woman's courage"
(248).

She would never have understood that her happiness

would take an act of faith: her faith in herself and in
Selden and Selden's,faith in her.

Although: Gerty and Selden both make significant
contributions in•Lily's'movement towards epiphany, each of
them contributes to that epiphany differently.

Selden

gives Lily a glimpse of the "republic of the spirit" which
positively affects Lily, motivating her to self-

improvement.

However, Selden merely opens Lily's eyes to

this Utopia, failing to show her how to achieve it.

Instead of^helping Lily along her journey, he chooses to

act as Lily's judge, relying on fate' "to supply an
explanation,' a cause,, a beginning for Lily's downfall.

Advocate of the law, he wishes to make transparent what

remains opaque" (Restuccia 231). . Selden thinks that .Lily
needs someone to rescue her, to take her "beyond," and
although he sometimes feels ready to do this, his resolve

collapses each time because of his role as Lily's judge.

Unlike Selden, Gerty recognizes that what Lily really
needs is soraeone not only to paint a picture of. selfenlightenment, but so.meone to point her in the right .
direction and monitor her progress.

Nowhere' in the novel

is this more apparent than when Gerty has Selden go to
Mrs. Hatch's. . After learning that Lily has accepted a job

as Mrs.; Hatch's private secretary,- Gerty realizes that

Lily ,is steadily slipping: from high society into the
working class and that she needs someone to show her that

,her life, even among those in the working class, can still

be fulfilling.way:

She urges Selden to help her show Lily the

-

,

But now all the things she cared, for have been

taken from' her,' and the people -that taught her
to care for them have abandoned her too; and it
seems to me that if someone could.reach out a

hand and show her the.other side - show her how

. much is -left-"in life' and in herself

(Wharton, -

211)

Even though Gerty does not complete her thought, her

continued urging of Selden to go see how Lily is doing
indicates that she, with Selden's help,.wants to be the
person showing Lily "the other side."

Although Selden and Gerty both-influence Lily's
epiphany, Gerty plays the greater role, because, while

Selden merely shows Lily an alternative to her life, Gerty
actually acts as Lily's guide to self-enlightenment.

In

the novel., Selden acts as a catalyst; he shows Lily that

there are alternatives to the type of life she is leading
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at the beginning of the novel.

In contrast, Gerty not

only introduces Lily to alternatives, she also becomes

Lily's best friend through the novel, constantly trying to
assist Lily in carving out an independent life.

By doing

so, Gerty is, to a greater degree than Selden, a major
force in Lily's movement towards epiphany.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

Although Lily Bart has often been accused of being a
fated character, her actions in the novel contradict that

position.

Because of the novel's setting, Lily finds it

hard to choose between materialistic goods and morality.
Her surrounding society has socialized her into thinking
that the materialistic life is the only life.

However,

through the course of the novel, Lily learns that there
are alternatives to the lives her friends live.

She

realizes that her need for money is part of her

upbringing, but she also realizes that she can move beyond
solely wanting money.

Even though Lily's socialization

keeps her from making immediate decisions as to what kind

of life she leads, she soon realizes that life among the
very rich is not the life best suited for her.

As Lily

begins to demonstrate more free will, primarily in her
role as artist, she moves farther away from the type of
life her friends lead.

Through her friendships with

Selde.n and Gerty, she comes to see that she does indeed

have choices and, with a little help from Gerty, she
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eventually escapes the life of the wealthy in favor of.
something more spiritual.

At the beginning of the novel, Lily Bart appears to
be very much the product of her upbringing.

She seems

perfectly suited for the society of families like the
Trenors and Dorsets and the only thing she lacks in order

to completely immerse herself into the "new" old money
class is a rich husband.

As the novel progresses, we are

able to see that Lily, in addition to craving material

comforts also wishes to uphold her moral dignity.

Once

Lily realizes that in order to acquire material comfort
she must trade on her values and morals, her internal

dilemma begins.

This internal dilemma, which first

appears in Lily's thoughts and later manifests itself in

Lily's actions, pauses Lily to make bad decisions

throughout Book I, which lead to negative consequences
throughout Book II.

Thus, Lily's end is not the result of

the guiding hand of fate but, rather, the direct result of
her exertion of free will.

Because Lily has been brought up to be ornamental,
she struggles to define her identity.

Oftentimes, she see

herself as the other members of society see her, as a

beautiful object that is available for purchase.
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However,

once Lily realizes, that: she; is ■far ■ ,more than just an ■

objectr that Ishe is: in fact, to a high degree, an artist,,
she begins to see;; how; the wealthy classes' suspicion of
hrtists is partly responsible fo.r , her downfall.

.

As Lily

■exhibits more and more artistic freedom, particularly in

the tabiea.ux scene,, society finds yet another reason to
reject her.

Lily's de.sire .for freedom,' which is awakened

in her talk, with .■Selden nt .Bellomont, . is best de.monstrated

when she jis in her' role a's artist.. - Eventually, ;Lily
realizes that, if she wahts to retain her freedom, she
must, display her gift of artistry because it acts as an
outlet for her free.will. '

' '

Selden helps" Lily in the novel by showing her that.;
there is at least one other person in her life that
realizes, her potential.

He'lets her know that he has

confidence :in her ability'to be more than just some rich,

man's pretty, wife . ' 'H'o'wever

as . Lily'.s position.- .in society

slips, she needs more than just .Selden's often-hesitant ;

support. ■ As a ..res.ult of her .rejection by society, Lily
comes, into even closef ."contact with Gerty and it is

through this; friendship that Lily, learns that a fulfilling
life is possible " even with" very little money.
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Although Lily Bart does in fact die at the end of the
novel, that does not necessarily mean that she failed.

Lily's triumph comes not in her attainment of her original

goal of financial independence but in her ultimate goal of
retaining her moral dignity.

Having miscalculated the

affects of the sleeping aid, Lily dies not by fate, but by
chance,.

Her death, although premature, comes after she

realizes that she does indeed have the strength to live a
life similar to Gerty's.

That realization demonstrates

that, through the course of the novel, Lily has surmounted

her socialization and reached a state of epiphany in which
she understands that a fulfilling' life is one that is
shared with another person,, regardless of financial
independence.
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